FRIDAY 15th OCTOBER 2021

“Those who trust us educate us.”
George Eliot

Dear ISCS community,
We have arrived at the half first term break!!!!
The beginning of the year has been very good. The organisation of the school has improved
significantly, creating a better learning environment for students and teachers. Generally speaking,
the school atmosphere has been excellent day after day and despite a large number of new
students, there have been very few incidents, definitively fewer than in previous years.
From Kindergarten to High School, I appreciate all our students for their good behaviour, their
commitment and their positive contribution to the school. I have seen significant improvement in
many of them over the past two months. My thanks to all of our families for their daily support.
Thanks to you we are creating an amazing family International School.
Finally I want to recognise the daily hard work of our staff and leadership team. We have had some
teachers on sick leave during this first term, but because of teamwork and high standards of
organisation, we were able to cover and continue with the delivery of the curriculum and activities
as planned.
I wish all of our students and staff a well deserved holiday. For the students who are sitting for
exams, I wish them all the very best of luck.
Wish you all great holidays.
JOSE ANTONIO PARRA
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What a busy term we have had! Learning to make new friends,
share, take turns and negotiate ! All key skills to set us up for
success. This week among a few assessments children have
been focusing on their favourite book of the term and they all
chose the gingerbread man! We have started to introduce some
Autumn activities in the classroom and the children loved discovering the insides of some very strange looking pumpkins!
They had a go at number bonds to 5 and also creating their own
version of the Gingerbread Man ! What a busy term its been and
how far you have come Early Years! Keep up all the good work.
In German we’ll be working on our numbers with the help of “Funf
kleine Fische” song.

What a busy final week of our first term in
Years 1 and 2!
We neared the end of our subtraction topic in
maths. Year 1 counted backwards within 20,
whilst Year 2 focussed upon finding 10 more
and 10 less than any number to 100.

We concluded our Global Perspectives
unit about soil by learning about the role
insects play in soil health. Sama and
Ruben found a huge spider whilst being
minibeast detectives, as you can see
below!

Art was a highlight this week. The children learnt
about primary and secondary colours which they
loved spotting around school. We studied the work
of Piet Mondrian and created some amazing pieces
of art which were inspired by him.

Can you really believe that the first half term is over? Credit to the whole class for working so hard….70
spelling words learnt; number, place value and addition involving large numbers with crossing over;
knowledge of our skeleton and how it works; insight into food production, transportation of our food and
where our food comes from. We have made friends, learnt new games and skills and become a group
who works well together. Well done to everyone. In our final week, the class has started learning about
subtraction, thought about synonyms and how to make our writing more interesting using them, and
made some beautiful pictures of sunflowers. A big thank you to Prof for all the exciting places and
lessons he does with the class. He enabled us to go and visit a farm shop on the way to a playground on
Tuesday. We saw what food can be bought in our local area, part of our Global Perspectives topic.

It certainly has been a busy term and the children are ready for a well earned rest. During this last week
we have tried to squeeze in a lot including assessments and some opportunities for fun. In Maths, we
carried out some investigations which involved playing detective to solve mathematical mysteries . The
focus of our English lessons was ‘The Sinking of the Titanic’ which led to much research and writing in
different genres. We ended our super half term with a film and popcorn which the children thoroughly
enjoyed.
In German we are going to close the number chapter, and talk a little bit about our school belongings.
Please note we are having a quiz in number (0-100, in words, including spelling) on Thursday.
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THIS WEEK OUR SPOTLIGHT IS ON OUR ALEKANDRA GIRLING WHO
SUPPORTS OUR SOCIAL MEDIA & MARKETING…..
My name is Aleks and I look after ISCS’ social media
accounts.
I absolutely love doing this, because I get to know all the
students and it is a privilege to be able to tell their stories.
Social Media has the power to change the world and I
encourage ISCS students to use that power not only to shed a
light on life at school, but also to change perspectives and tell
the world what is important to them.

Before moving to Switzerland two years ago, we lived in
London, where I worked across public relations, marketing &
sponsorship activation for major organisations such as the
Olympic Games, Ferrari Formula 1 team, Ducati motorbike
team, and government infrastructure projects as a
Communications Director. I earned a sports law degree and
various marketing and PR qualifications.
In my free time I love exploring Switzerland. Cycling and finding
a great bbq spot with the view of the Alps are my favourite
ways to spend a day. This year, it will be my third “cheese season” here and I plan to fully immerse myself in it.
I am a mum of two boys: James, in Grade 3 and Cody, who will
join Pre-K next year.

THANK YOU
The Secondary Team would like to thank our wonderful students and families for their support this half
term. We have had an excellent start to the new academic year and look forward to this continuing. We
are all working hard to further enhance the learning experience of our students and do our utmost to
support them to reach their potential.
Remember to organise your ‘Heroes & Villains’ themed fancy dress costumes for our Halloween
Celebrations at the Secondary disco on the evening of Thursday 28th October and our Dress-up day on
Friday 29th October! It will be Spook-tactular!

We wish the ISCS Community a well-earned break and look forward to
seeing students return on Wednesday 27th October!

KEY STAGE 3 SPOTLIGHT
ART & DESIGN
In Art, Year 8 students have been producing self-portraits to practise their skills in proportional drawing and
application of varied tone and line. I am so proud of them and impressed by the work submitted! Can you tell
who they are?

THE YEAR 8 GALLERY

ENGLISH
In English this half-term we have been focusing on non-fiction. The students have looked at various
non-fiction texts, considering amongst other things, the form, structure and language required in the
differing texts. They have then used this knowledge to create their own non-fiction narratives. This
week, year 8 have combined all their non-fiction skills together to create a logo, banner, menu and
article for the ISCS Kiosk.
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GERMAN
The advanced or native German speakers in KS3 have had an amazing half term. The native speakers in YR7
explored fairy tales from around the world and are now starting to begin reading nonfiction texts about exotic
animals. The advanced speakers in Y8 and Y9 have worked on the topic of traveling and wrote a travel blog as
well as researching their hometown and presenting it in German. They have also gotten to know a new
challenging tense: The Imperfect. The native speakers of Y8/9 however have trained their persuasion skills,
writing letters and forum entries arguing for changes in educational settings. Just now we have started a
reading comprehension/analysis unit, training our informative writing and summarising skills.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Year 7 is still enjoying PE classes outside in spite of the colder weather. On Monday we went to the park to
measure and compare how high we can jump. Can you jump higher?

PASTORAL POINT OF THE WEEK
A huge congratulations to our Key Stage 3 and 4 students who are using their conduct cards successfully
and gaining ‘getting it right’ points! When students gain 3 points, they receive a postcard home and entry to
the prize draw! The Prize Draw will be the week after the holiday!
Who is always ‘Getting It Right?’
FIRST PLACE

YEAR 8

11 COMPLETED CARDS

SECOND PLACE

YEAR 8 & YEAR 11

3 COMPLETED CARDS

THIRD PLACE

YEAR 7 & YEAR 10

1 COMPLETED CARD

Yellow House goes on holidays as the leaders with 819 points. The battle for the second, third, fourth places continues as only 3
points separates the teams from each other.

BLUE

RED

Wishing you a lovely

weekend!

